1. Sunquest Information Systems (www.sunquestinfo.com) is a laboratory information system company (LIS), specializing in clinical and anatomical pathology laboratory workflow software. Sunquest product portfolio caters to multiple markets:
   a. Hospitals and Health Systems
   b. Cancer centers
   c. Academic Medical Centers
   d. Molecular Labs
   e. National and Reference Labs
   f. Public Health Agencies

2. We offer a dual path internship program (Finance supervisor – Brad Jurgens, Sr. Manager, Financial Planning & Analysis, Software Development supervisor – Jay Eagerton, Sr. Manager, Product Operations)

3. Ideal skill sets (but not required)

   **Product development skills:**
   - Java programming skills
   - Experience implementing web-based, enterprise applications
   - Experience developing across presentation, middle and backend application layers.
   - Comfortable with Eclipse IDE, Linux, Shell and/or Perl Scripting
   - Knowledge of clinical processes / clinical systems

   **Finance skills:**
   - Strong analytical skills
   - Microsoft Office (Outlook, Excel, Word, PowerPoint)
   - Ability to read and interpret financial data

4. US citizenship is NOT required